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2AbstratThe semi-automati extration of a semanti hierarhy from a mahinereadable ditionary is investigated. This hierarhy ould potentially be usedby a word sense disambiguation tehnique whih measures semanti related-ness of two senses using a semanti hierarhy and evaluates potential senseon�gurations aording to this measure of semanti relatedness.
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1 INTRODUCTION 61 IntrodutionArthur: \Ah. This is obviously some strange usage of the word\safe" that I hadn't previously ome aross"- Douglas Adams, The Hithhiker's Guide to The Galaxy.1.1 AimThe aim of this projet was to semi-automatially build a hierarhy of noun sensesin the mahine-readable ditionary (MRD) CIDE+ (Cambridge International Di-tionary of English), using information provided therein. Suh a hierarhy has manypotential uses, one of whih is in word sense disambiguation (WSD) tasks.1.2 MotivationA large number of words used in English are polysemous, that is, they have morethan one sense. These senses may be losely related or ompletely di�erent. In thelatter ase, the senses are referred to as homographs of eah other. For example,the word \bank", as de�ned in CIDE+, has three ore senses (or homographs)whih are distinguished by the guidewords organisation, \raised ground" and turn.Within a ore sense there may also be a plurality of more losely related senses.For example, the organisation homograph of \bank" inludes the senses de�ned as,\an organisation where people and businesses an invest or borrow money...", \abank of something, suh as blood or human organs for medial use, is a plae whihstores these things for later use" and \in gambling, the bank is money that belongsto the owner and an be won by players."In many language understanding tasks it is neessary to be able to disambiguatebetween the di�erent senses of a word. For example, a mahine translation systemtranslating a piee of text from English to Frenh would need to be able to trans-late the organisation sense of bank to \la banque" and the \raised ground" senseto \la rive", \la berge" or \le ban" (depending on the more �nely-grained senseintended). The intended sense an usually be determined in ontext. For example,if the sentene also inludes the word \money" (e.g. \I withdrew some money fromthe bank'."), it is more likely, although not neessary, that the sense of bank in-tended is that of an organisation where people and businesses an invest or borrowmoney. This ontextual information might be used alone or in onjuntion withother word sense ues suh as part-of-speeh, sense frequenies, verbs' semanti se-letion preferenes on arguments, olloations (ertain words often appear togetheras a phrase and thereby disambiguate eah other e.g. \�lm review") and the subjetdomain of the text.Two major approahes have emerged in the attempt to solve the WSD problem.The �rst of these, whih will not be onsidered further here, is the use of large or-pora from whih statistis are extrated. The seond approah, whih is onsideredhere, is to use MRDs.Wilks and Stevenson (1998a) have developed a system whih an be used toperform WSD for words in ontext using the MRD LDOCE (Longman Ditionaryof Contemporary English). This system attempts to ombine information from mul-tiple weak knowledge soures (as de�ned by Newell 1973). After pre-proessing thetext (whih inludes tokenisation, sentene splitting, part-of-speeh tagging, named



1 INTRODUCTION 7entity reognition, shallow syntati analysis and lexial look-up), the system usessix disambiguation modules, whih eah provide a ertain level of disambiguation.The idea is that by using a mahine-based learning tehnique to integrate the in-formation provided by the individual modules, improved overall results may beobtained.The �rst disambiguation module in the Wilks and Stevenson 1998a system isa part-of-speeh �lter. This removes from onsideration all senses for a partiularword whih are not onsistent with the part-of-speeh assigned by the part-of-speehtagger. Ideally a partial tagger, whih marks eah ambiguous word with the sense orsenses it onsiders to be orret, would be used instead of a �lter as a �lter may makea mistake and remove the orret sense ompletely from onsideration by the othermodules. However, part-of-speeh taggers suh as the Brill (1995) tagger tend to beextremely aurate (auray up to 98%) and an onsiderably redue the numberof sense on�gurations to be onsidered by other modules. For example, Slator andWilks (1987) ite the seemingly simple sentene, \There is a huge envelope of airsurrounding the earth." They laim that there are 2856 possible sense on�gurationswhen all possible senses assignable from LDOCE are onsidered. This drops to990 possible sense on�gurations when senses inompatible with part-of-speeh areremoved from onsideration.The seond disambiguation module is a partial tagger whih uses word de�nitionoverlap to disambiguate between senses. This module is based on the idea thatthe de�nition of the intended sense of a word is likely to have words in ommonwith de�nitions of other words in the sentene. A motivating example for thisapproah, identi�ed by Lesk (1986), is the phrase \pine one". In LDOCE, \pine"has two major senses and \one" has three major senses. The orret senses havethe words \evergreen" and \tree" in ommon in their de�nitions. The Wilks andStevenson (1998a) disambiguation module optimises the overlap of all words in asingle sentene at the same time by minimising an evaluation funtion. The overlapfor a given on�guration of senses is de�ned as the total number of times eahword appears more than one in the ditionary de�nitions of all the senses in theon�guration. In order to redue the amount of omputation required, a simulatedannealing tehnique is used rather than omputing all possible on�gurations ofsenses.The third and fourth disambiguation module are partial taggers whih useLDOCE pragmati odes. LDOCE pragmati odes have a two-level struture and,when given for a word sense, indiate the subjet area in whih that word senseis likely to appear. The third module optimises the number of pragmati odes ofthe same type in the sentene. The fourth module is based on the broad ontextalgorithm developed by Yarowsky (1992).The �fth disambiguation module is a partial tagger whih returns the set ofsenses whih are liensed by the seletional preferene information in LDOCE. Thesixth and �nal disambiguation module in the Wilks and Stevenson 1998a system isa olloation extrator.It is thought that a system similar to the one desribed above ould be im-plemented whih would disambiguate between CIDE+ senses rather than LDOCEsenses.Preiss (2000) provides a disambiguation module for use in suh a CIDE+ sys-tem. This module is similar to the seond disambiguation module in the Wilks andStevenson (1998a) system insofar as that it uses de�nition overlap to disambiguate



1 INTRODUCTION 8between senses. However, Preiss (2000) attempts to overome a problem identi�edby Wilks and Stevenson (1998a) with their module. The problem being that de�ni-tions using synonymous words rather than idential words are penalised. Further,by only onsidering the overlap of word forms, the intuition that it is overlap inmeaning that is important is to some extent lost.With a view to overoming this problem, Preiss (2000) uses the idea that trulysynonymous words ought to belong to the same synset (i.e. set of synonymouswords) in a semanti hierarhy suh as WordNet (Miller et al (1990), Fellbaum(1998)). It is also the ase that, in general, in a semanti hierarhy suh as WordNet,the loser two words are together in the hierarhy, the greater their similarity inmeaning. In other words, distane of separation in the hierarhy provides a measureof semanti relatedness.Aordingly, Preiss (2000) de�nes a distane funtion to alulate the distanebetween any two word senses in the hierarhy. She then obtains the optimal senseon�guration over an entire sentene using thirteen di�erent \experts". Four ofthese maximise the CIDE+ overlap (in the same way as Wilks and Stevenson(1998)), four minimise distane between senses in the semanti hierarhy, and fourmaximise the CIDE+ overlap of de�nitions where overlap of two words is a fun-tion of their separation in the semanti hierarhy. Eah one of eah group of fouris implemented in a di�erent way. These di�erent implementations are simulatedannealing, exhaustive searh, best-so-far simulated annealing and use of a Viterbi-style algorithm. The thirteenth expert simply piks the �rst CIDE+ sense for eahword in the sentene. The deisions made by the experts are ombined to give anoverall deision.However, any suh approah relies to some extent on the semanti hierarhyused. WordNet an be used but this su�ers from the drawbak that it is neessaryto map between CIDE+ senses and WordNet senses. Even presuming an auratemapping an be made where the same senses are de�ned for a word, there remainsthe problem that in some ases WordNet de�nes two senses for a word where CIDE+de�nes one and in other ases WordNet de�nes one sense where CIDE+ de�nes two.This is partiularly likely where senses are very losely related. In a ase whereCIDE+ de�nes two senses andWordNet de�nes one, there is no way to disambiguatebetween the CIDE+ senses using WordNet sine both CIDE+ senses map to thesame WordNet sense. How muh this will a�et the results of the disambiguationmodule depends on how often this happens. I took a random sample (using a pseudorandom number generator based on Marsaglia 2000) of 200 noun senses in CIDE+and attempted to �nd the orresponding word sense in the WordNet noun hierarhy.I was unable to �nd a good mapping in 68 ases, that is, only an estimated 66%of noun senses in CIDE+ have a orresponding noun sense in WordNet. This doesnot, of ourse, neessarily limit the performane of a disambiguation module usingWordNet to (an estimated) 66% sine the word senses not ontained in WordNetmay our infrequently in ditionary de�nitions or in text. However, I believe thatthis missing 34% must limit the performane of the module to some extent.It follows, I believe, that optimum results for a disambiguation module suhas Preiss (2000) ould only be ahieved using a hierarhy whih inludes everyCIDE+ word sense. In aordane with this, it was my aim to go some way towardsbuilding suh a hierarhy. Due to the limited time available, the size of CIDE+and the omplex issues involved in building a semanti hierarhy, whih will bedisussed later, I deided early on that my work would onentrate on building anoun hierarhy, with the possibility of going on to other parts of speeh if timepermitted.



2 BACKGROUND 92 Bakground2.1 Semanti HierarhiesIn its simplest form, a semanti hierarhy is a tree-like struture in whih nodesrepresent word senses (or meanings) and the direted links between nodes representrelations between word senses. Semanti hierarhies tend to be onstruted for anindividual part of speeh sine it is generally thought that the di�erent onepts rep-resented by nouns, adjetives, verbs, and adverbs are too dissimilar to be organisedinto a single struture.However, there are a number of di�erent relations whih may hold betweenwords. Considering �rst only nouns, the most omprehensive of relations is thatof hyponymy, or informally, the ISA relation. The hyponymy relation relates eahword sense to its hypernym (or superordinate) and its hyponyms (or subordinates).For example, \mammal" is a hyponym of \animal" and a hypernym of \aardvark".In general, a sense of a noun has a single hypernym and any number (whih maybe zero) of hyponyms.Aording to Fellbaum (1998), this hierarhial struture, generated by the hy-ponymy relation, is impliit in the prototypial lexiographi de�nition of a noun.Information that is ommon to two ditionary entries, suh as mammal and ani-mal, is not stored in both entries. This information is stored solely in the entryfor animal. Types of animal, suh as mammals, are then assumed to inherit thisinformation without it being expliitly stated.Other ommon relations whih may exist between nouns are synonymy (\ar"is the same as \automobile"), antonymy (\defeat" is the opposite of \vitory") andmeronymy-holonymy (a \tooth" is a part of the \mouth"). However, these relationsannot be de�ned for all nouns and do not lend themselves as well to de�ning ahierarhial struture for nouns, as does the hyponymy relation. Consequently, thebakbone of a noun semanti hierarhy will generally be the hyponymy relation. Forexample, Fellbaum (1998) indiates that the hierarhial representation generatedby the hyponymy relation provides the entral organising priniple for the nouns inWordNet.Broadly speaking, we might imagine that a similar semanti hierarhy ould beand should be built also for adjetives, verbs and adverbs; that is, the other partsof speeh generally onsidered to be ontent words. However, the idea of a semantihierarhy for parts of speeh other than nouns is not so intuitive. Here, I will brieyonsider how onstruting hierarhies for adjetives and verbs ould be approahed,and is approahed in WordNet, and some of the problems assoiated therewith.Adjetives are generally divided into two major lasses. These are desriptiveadjetives and relational adjetives. Desriptive adjetives, e.g. \fresh" or \stale",assign a value of an attribute to a noun. However, desriptive adjetives do not in-tuitively organise themselves into a tree-like struture. The intuitive way of organ-ising desriptive adjetives is into lusters of similar words whih are then opposedto other lusters through the antonymy relation. This is the way they are organisedin WordNet. The lak of a tree-like struture is a problem for a disambiguationmodule suh as disussed above, sine there will not be a de�ned distane betweenall adjetive pairs. It is also an issue for other systems whih view lexial knowledgeas an inheritane system.



2 BACKGROUND 10Relational adjetives, e.g. \medial" or \lexial", relate or assoiate the nounthey modify with another noun. For example, lexial knowledge is knowledge re-lated to or pertaining to the lexion. Aordingly, the way that WordNet organisesrelational adjetives is to link them to the nouns they modify. This is intuitivesine relational adjetives play a similar role to that of a modifying noun. Further,although this organisation is not a tree struture, it does not pose so muh of aproblem as with that of desriptive adjetives sine, assuming a omplete noun hi-erarhy, a path will be de�ned from every relational adjetive to every noun andhene to every other relational adjetive. In fat, this might be an advantage fora word sense disambiguation module sine adjetives an then be used to disam-biguate nouns and vie versa.The relation between verbs whih most resembles the hyponymy relation be-tween nouns is that of troponymy (oined by Fellbaum and Miller (1990)). Tro-ponymy is a type of lexial entailment in whih x is said to be a troponym of y ifit an be said that to x is to y in some manner. For example, walk is a troponymof move. However, Fellbaum (1998) has found that verbs annot easily be arrangedinto the tree-like strutures into whih nouns are arranged.2.2 Building Semanti Hierarhies from Mahine ReadableDitionariesCopestake(1990) has investigated semi-automatially building semanti hierarhiesfrom the MRD LDOCE. Her aim was to extrat lexial semanti information fromthe de�nitions of lexial entries and represent this information in a lexial knowledgebase (LKB) in the form of an inheritane system.Copestake's approah is to extrat a genus term for eah word sense from itsde�nition and then build the hierarhy reursively in a top down manner. Startingwith a given word sense at the top of the tree, all of the ditionary entries for whihthis is the genus term are found, and then the program reurses on eah hild founduntil it reahes a word sense whih is never used as a genus term.Extration of genus terms from ditionary de�nitions is disussed by Vossenand Copestake (1993). As they disuss, the traditional assumption is that thegenus term for a noun de�nition is the syntati head of the de�ning noun phrase.For example, if an adder is de�ned as a poisonous snake (taken from CIDE+1)then the genus term of adder is snake. However, Vossen and Copestake identify anumber of di�erent types of de�nition, found in LDOCE, whih need to be treateddi�erently.Firstly, there are de�nitions where the syntati head of the de�ning noun phraseis a synonym of the word being de�ned rather than a hypernym. This is generallythe ase when the syntati head is unmodi�ed.Seondly, they identify de�nitions with omplex kernels, that is, where the genusterm is in fat a genus phrase. Vossen and Copestake have further identi�ed fourtypes of omplex kernels whih orrespond to four di�erent relations between words.The �rst of these is the type/kind relation whih an be regarded as an expliitversion of the hyponymy relation. For example, bitter is de�ned as a type of dark,brown beer. It's genus term is beer.1Although Vossen and Copestakes work is based around LDOCE, I will take any examples fromCIDE+ in order to illustrate the validity of their points in the ontext of extrating a semantihierarhy from CIDE+ de�nitions.



2 BACKGROUND 11The seond type of omplex kernel orresponds to a quantity/mass relation. Forexample, in CIDE+, a note is de�ned as a piee of paper money. This is a di�erentrelation to the ordinary hyponymy one, sine a mass noun has beome a ountnoun. However, Vossen and Copestake laim that, for general lexial representationpurposes, suh de�nitions an be treated as if they were in fat of the type/kindstruture. They motivate this by saying that, in the ontext of ditionary de�nitions,a piee of material will always be material and thus all the properties of materialshould apply.In the ontext of building a semanti hierarhy for word sense disambiguationpurposes, their thinking would also seem to be sound. It seems likely that the word\money" will be muh more useful than \piee" in disambiguating the word \note".The third type of omplex kernel identi�ed by Vossen and Copestake, orre-sponds to a member/group relation. They also distinguish between group nouns,suh as \band," whih is de�ned as \a group of musiians", and non-group nouns,suh as \dolmen" whih is de�ned as \a group of stones"'. They laim that in thelatter ase, the relator \group" is really being used to indiate a omponent/wholerelation (disussed below). They argue that, in the ontext of ditionary de�ni-tions, if a group is de�ned in terms of its members then it an be taken to inheritappropriate properties from them. With regard to the inverse relation (\memberof"), they argue that sine the use of omplex kernels of the form \an x is a memberof y" is almost entirely restrited in LDOCE to human denoting de�nitions, it annormally be assumed that an x is a human.The fourth type of omplex kernel orresponds to the omponent/whole, ormeronymy, relation. Vossen and Copestake argue that with this relation, verylittle an be predited about the word being de�ned. For example, \albumen" maybe \the white part inside an egg" but it an in no way be onsidered to inherit theproperties of \egg". The inverse of this relation is that something an be said tobe a whole made up of di�erent parts. However, Vossen and Copestake argue thatit is not generally possible to predit how the semantis of the whole relate to thesemantis of the omponents.Vossen and Copestake also identify that some de�nitions have genus terms whihare oordinated. Coordination may be via a onjuntion or disjuntion. Theydistinguish between oordination where the oordinated elements are alternativesbetween whih a hoie has to be made (e.g. a landmark is a building or plaewhih...) and oordination where the entry word is a omplex WHOLE of whihthe elements are omponents (e.g. utlery is knives, forks and spoons used...).Copestake 1990 also disusses sense disambiguating the seleted genus term. Itis little use knowing that \b" is a letter unless it is also known whih sense ofletter is meant. In order to sense-disambiguate the genus terms, Copestake exploitstwo features of LDOCE. The �rst is that it has a limited ore voabulary, therebyrestriting the possible non-leaf nodes in the hierarhy. The seond is that extrasemanti information is provided for ertain entries in the form of box odes (e.g.\human", \animal" et.).2.3 CIDE+The MRD CIDE+ is an SGML enoded database of the Cambridge UniversityPress' 1995 Cambridge International Ditionary of English for advaned learners.Sine it is a learners' ditionary, a restrited ore voabulary is used. Eah entry,



2 BACKGROUND 12or reord, in CIDE+ ontains at least a unique identi�er (url), a key (indiatingthe sense of the word), one or more parts of speeh and one or more word forms.Other piees of information whih may be inluded in an entry are a de�nition, aguideword (partiularly if the word form has more than one sense), a ode indiat-ing whether the \word" is a single word or a multi-word unit, information aboutsemanti lass, semanti seletion preferenes, subjet domains, grammar odes,usage, other morphologial forms of the same word, HECTOR odes, links to otherentries and examples of how the word might be used.The word forms grouped together in a CIDE+ de�nition may be variant spellingsor they may be synonyms. For example, \bisuit", \bikkie", \bikie" and \ookie"are grouped together in this way. Sine these word forms were already groupedtogether, they remained grouped together as WordNet equivalent synsets in thesemanti hierarhy.



3 DEVELOPMENT 133 DevelopmentDevelopment of the hierarhy was split into modules. The oneptual proess andow of information is shown in Figure 1. Eah module will be disussed in turn insubsequent subsetions.
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Figure 1: Development ProessEah module was written in Prolog. Prolog was hosen as the language due to itsinbuilt abilities in handling large databases, reursion, searhing, and list proessing.EÆieny of the modules was never a primary onern due to the fat that eahmodule should only need to be run a �nite number of times during building of thehierarhy and then never again.



3 DEVELOPMENT 143.1 Preproessing: Conversion of Database into PrologThe �rst module onverts the CIDE+ SGML database into a Prolog database. TheCIDE+ �le is read in a reord at a time using ode adapted from Cloksin andMellish (1981). Eah reord is then onverted into a set of 3-plae entry lausesof the form entry(Url,FieldName,FieldValue). The proedure that does this is suhthat entries for a partiular �eld an our any number of times and the di�erent�elds an our in almost any order, the only requirement on order being that theurl �eld ours �rst. Further, ertain �elds, suh as eg-group and link are ignoredaltogether as these will not be used to build the hierarhy and ignoring them reduesthe memory requirements. Figure 2 shows an example of a CIDE+ input reordand the orresponding Prolog lauses.
<eg−group><eg>Antonio keeps his pet insects in a glass case.</eg></eg−group>
<eg−group><eg>Could you help me to carry my cases onto the train?</eg></eg−group>
<def>a container or box for storing things in, esp. a suitcase</def>

<link><rel>Component</rel><ref>longcaseclock* 1* 0</ref></link><inf>case</inf><inf>
<word−group><word>case</word><pos>n</pos><grammar>C</grammar></word−group>

cases</inf><guideword>CONTAINER</guideword><subj>1310

<sense><headword><record><url>11717</url><key>case* 4* 0</key>

entry(11717, def, ’a container or box for storing things in, esp. a suitcase’).
entry(11717, class, container).
entry(11717, subj, 1310).
entry(11717, guideword, container).

CONVERSION PROCESS

entry(11717, inf, cases).
entry(11717, inf, case).

entry(11717, key, ’case* 4* 0’).
entry(11717, word, case).
entry(11717, pos, n).
entry(11717, grammar, c).

</subj><class>Container</class>

Figure 2: Conversion Proess3.2 Separation by Part of SpeehThe database was separated into four smaller databases based on part of speehfor two major reasons. The �rst was the large number of ontent words in theditionary, the distribution of whih is shown in Table 1. The seond was thefat that, initially in any ase, words of one part of speeh would be linked onlyto other words of the same part of speeh. It should be noted at this point thatCIDE+ ategorises ontent words by more than the four onventional open lassparts of speeh (noun, verb, adjetive and adverb). For example, nouns whih areusually used in their plural form, suh as bateria, are given the part of speeh pln. However, the separation proess was into the four onventional open lass partsof speeh and, this being the ase, plural nouns were relassi�ed simply as nouns.However, a problem with separating the ditionary into separate parts of speeh



3 DEVELOPMENT 15Part of Speeh Number Perentage of TotalNoun 39024 53%Verb 14975 21%Adjetive 13834 19%Adverb 5366 7%Total 73199Table 1: Distribution of Content Words Between Parts of SpeehPart of Speeh Number of Words Number Unde�ned Perentage Unde�nedNoun 39024 6676 17%Verb 14975 2791 19%Adjetive 13834 4222 31%Adverb 5366 3315 62%Total 73199 17004 23%Table 2: Distribution of Word Senses Without De�nitionis that a signi�ant proportion of word senses (approximately 23%) are not atuallygiven a de�nition in CIDE+ (see Table 2).These seemingly unde�ned word senses rely on the user being able to read def-initions for previous related senses. These previous related senses may be of anypart of speeh. For example, the noun \abatement", whih has CIDE+ sense keyabate* 1* 1, is not, stritly-speaking, de�ned. However, the previous entry is theverb \abate", whih has CIDE+ sense key abate* 1* 0, and this is de�ned as\to beome less strong". This exampli�es a general ase where a noun has beenmorphologially derived from a verb.In aordane with this feature of CIDE+, the separation module has to �nd ade�nition for eah morphologially derived word. If it did not, every part of speehwould have to be in memory during later stages of proessing, whih defeats thepurpose of separating out the database in the �rst plae.From studying CIDE+, it would seem that the required ore de�nition is the�rst one in the same major sense. This an be found relatively straightforwardly bythe separation module sine CIDE+ sense keys have a three part struture, that is,eah key ontains a word, a major sense (or homograph) number and a minor sensenumber. The separation module never looks for a de�nition outside of the samemajor sense on the basis that there will be a onsiderable di�erene in meaningsbetween two suh senses.One a de�nition has been found, the separation module tags it with the partof speeh, the CIDE+ sense and the word that it was taken from. This is beause aword suh as \abatement" does not mean the same as \abate" and an appropriatede�nition or, at least, a genus term will have to be derived aordingly at a laterstage. Table 3 shows the proportions of de�nitions for eah part of speeh whihare \borrowed" from eah other part of speeh by the separation module. It alsoshows how many words are still left unde�ned after the separation module has beenrun.The 0.02% remaining without de�nition orresponds to exatly 17 word senses



3 DEVELOPMENT 16Part of Diretly From From From From NoSpeeh De�ned Noun Verb Adj Adv DefNoun 83% 4% 8% 5% <0.5% <0.5%(0.02%)Verb 81% 11% 6% 2% <0.5% 0%Adjetive 69% 18% 10% 3% < 0:5% <0.5%(0.04%)Adverb 38% 20% 11% 30% 1% <0.5%(0.03%)Total 77% 9% 9% 6% <0.5% <0.5%(0.02%)Table 3: Derivation of De�nitions for Non-Core Senses(see Appendix A for details).The separation module also derives guidewords for non-ore senses from oresenses in the same way.In general, the output of the separation module is a single lause for eah entryin one of the noun entry, verb entry, adj entry and adv entry prediates (see Figure3 for illustration). Eah prediate is then stored in a separate �le. However, theseparation module also takes into aount that some word senses are assigned morethan one part of speeh. For example, a single sense of the word A-frame (CIDE+sense a* 1* 3) is assigned both noun and adjetive part of speeh. Although thisgoes against the intuition that a di�erent part of speeh is a di�erent sense of aword, the separation module puts suh word senses into all appropriate part ofspeeh prediates.
entry(77, word, abatement).
entry(77, pos, n).
entry(77, grammar, u).
entry(77, inf, abatement).
entry(77, subj, 269).
entry(77, subj, 1811).

entry(77, key, ’abate* 1* 1’).

entry(77, class, process).

SEPARATION PROCESS

noun_entry(77, [abatement], ’abate* 1* 1’, (no_guide,n), (’to become less strong’,abate,’abate* 1* 0’,v),
([abatement],[u],’’,[269,1811],[process],[])).Figure 3: Separation Proess



3 DEVELOPMENT 17Class Size Class Size Class Sizehuman 4869 ativity 3751 objet 3150ommuniation 2600 quality 2523 plae 2258event 1435 devie 1339 state 1309measurement 1242 substane 1158 group 1134belief 1119 food 1044 abstrat 1020animal 831 body part 775 time 745sensations 675 proess 667 lothing 614building 603 sound 533 plant 488money 465 ontainer 414 vehile 406liquid 286 drink 209 inanimate 195energy 144 instrument 127 gas 107solid 84 animate 36 physial 28text 8 abstrat/inanimate 1 animate/inanimate 1belief/knowledge 1 reature 1no lass 735Table 4: Distribution of Nouns Between Semanti Classes3.3 Partitioning of Nouns into Semanti ClassCIDE+ assigns the majority of nouns to one of forty-one semanti lasses. Theselasses have titles suh as \human", \objet" and \building" et. It should beappreiated, however, that although most noun senses are assigned to a single se-manti lass, there are some in CIDE+ whih are assigned to two or more lassesand also some whih are not assigned to any lass. See Table 4 for the numbers ofnoun senses assigned to eah lass.The assignment of nouns to semanti lasses is primarily so that seletionalrestritions or preferenes an be put on verbs' arguments. For example, a verbsuh as \love" tends have a human as it's �rst argument. It follows that, in general,all of the noun senses in a semanti lass should be able to be substitued for eahother in a semantially-orret sentene.Sine it is generally possible to substitute a word with one of its hyponyms, itseemed likely that if a word sense was in a ertain semanti lass then so also wouldbe its genus term. If a word sense was assigned to more than one semanti lassthen it seemed likely that its genus term would be in one or all of the same semantilasses. Alternatively, the fat that a word sense is assigned to two lasses may, insome ases, be an indiator that the de�nition in fat ontains two related senses.For example, hiken (hiken* 1* 0) is de�ned as \a type of bird..., or the meatof this bird..." and is in both animal and food lasses aordingly.Further, I also notied that these semanti lass names were similar to the setof semanti primes used to partition the nouns in WordNet (Fellbaum 1998). InWordNet, a small number of generi onepts were hosen and eah one was treatedas the unique beginner, or top, of a separate hierarhy.Consequently I thought to partition the nouns aording to their semanti lassand then, during the genus term extration proess, only onsider words in the samesemanti lass �le as possible genus terms. Not only does this redue the numberof words to be onsidered at one time but it also has the advantage that it providessome level of genus term sense disambiguation. There may of ourse still be more



3 DEVELOPMENT 18than one sense of a word in the semanti lass, but the range of possibilities isredued to ones of the same part of speeh and the same semanti lass. Wordsin two (or more) semanti lasses may be found a genus term in either or bothsemanti lasses.However, on studying a seletion of CIDE+ noun entries, I realised that thealloation of semanti lasses is suh that there are ertain ommon ases wherea word and its genus term are not in the same semanti lass. For example, aroom(room* 1* 0) is, I think orretly, in the plae lass. However, various typesof room, suh as ell (ell* 1* 0), are in the building lass. Similarly, theatre(theatre* 1* 0) is in the plae lass but inema (inema* 1* 0), de�ned as atype of theatre, is in the building lass. Another example is that various materials,(e.g. metal) are solely in the substane lass whereas things whih are piees (e.g.ingot) or types (e.g. steel) of them, tend to be solely in the solid or objet lasses.I notied a similar problem in the animal, animate and reature lasses. Thereare a large number of animals in the animal lass (e.g. bird (bird* 1* 0)) whihhave the word reature as the genus term. However, the only two senses of the wordreature are in the animate lass. The existene of a reature lass, ontaining asingle noun the \abominable snowman", seems only to serve to onfuse the matterfurther.There is a further issue whih seems mainly to a�et the animate lass. Theanimate lass ontains various words whih are fairly abstrat in that they donot have an obvious genus term. For example, organism and hybrid obviouslyde�ne animate onepts but, being fairly abstrat, they are de�ned by disjuntiveexample.2 For example, hybrid* 1* 0 is de�ned as \a plant or animal...". However,a hybrid is not \a plant or animal" in the same way that a hiken is \a bird ormeat" and onsequently it would be wrong to say that hybrid was a hyponym ofboth plant and animal. Yet, these are the only words whih are available in thede�nition to be genus terms. Consequently, I deided that it would be neessaryto onsider words suh as hybrid with both plant and animal lasses. The issue of�nding a term whih enompasses both plant and animal, and is therefore truly ahypernym of hybrid, will be disussed later.As a onsequene of all these issues, I deided to ombine ertain lasses wherethere might be a signi�ant degree of overlap. It also seemed pointless to reateseparate trees for ertain very small lasses, some only ontaining a single noun (e.g.animate/inanimate) and these were also ombined with one or more appropriatelasses. Table 5 summarises whih lasses were ombined with whih other lasses.3.4 Primary Extration of Genus TermThe extration module attempts to extrat a genus term from eah de�nition. Theextration module is run one for eah lass �le and eah de�nition is onsideredin turn. Speial onsideration is given to de�nitions whih must be derived fromthose for words of other parts of speeh and the treatment of suh de�nitions willbe disussed separately.Coneptually, there are �ve stages in the extration proess.2I use the term disjuntive example to desribe de�nitions whih Vossen and Copestake 1993desribed as having o-ordinated elements whih were alternatives between whih a hoie has tobe made.



3 DEVELOPMENT 19New Class Consisting of Old Classesativity ativity, belief, belief/knowledgeliquid liquid, drinkanimal animal, reature, animatehuman human, animateplant plant, animateobjet objet, physial, substane, solidtime time, eventabstrat abstrat, abstrat/inanimategroup group, animate/inanimateTable 5: Combination of ClassesThe �rst stage is simply that the de�nition is tokenised into words.The seond stage is that an ourrene of the word being de�ned in the def-inition is replaed by a speial harater string (an asterisk). This is trivial, andtherefore also pointless, when the word being de�ned is a single word. However, it isuseful when the word being de�ned is a multi-word unit. This is beause the de�ni-tion is going to be onsidered, in future stages, a word at a time. The pre-proessingof the list of words therefore allows the word being de�ned to always be identi�edand onsidered as a single unit. Replaing the word by a speial harater stringalso means that future stages will not attempt to tag, disambiguate or onsider thisword as the genus term of the de�nition. This disregard is justi�ed sine a wordsense annot be its own genus term as this would immediately lead to yles in the\tree" struture. It is possible that the same word form as the word being de�nedould be used in the de�nition in a di�erent sense (and would therefore be a validgenus term). However, this type of de�nition onstrution is very rare in CIDE+(I have not found any examples) and is not onsidered.The third stage is that eah word is tagged as being a de�nition word, a lassword or an other word. De�nition words inlude words like type, amount et. andthey also inlude ommonly ourring non-nouns suh as a, whih, is and for. Ade�nition word tag inludes both the fat that a word is a de�nition word and itstype (e.g. \determiner", \equals", \omponent/whole"). There are three reasonsfor de�nition word tagging. The �rst is that these words will not be onsidered aspossible genus terms. The seond is that these words an be used to identify theloation of the genus term. The third is that, by tagging the de�nition words witha type, it is not neessary to onsider eah word as a speial ase. For example\whih", \who", \that" et. tend to play exatly the same role in a de�nition,that is they tend to ome after the genus term and introdue modi�ers thereof.Most de�nition words are de�ned as being suh over the whole of the noun part ofspeeh. However, there are a few words whih are treated di�erently in di�erentlasses. For example, the pronoun \someone" is generally treated as a de�nitionword of nondesript nature. However, in the human lass, it is de�ned as meaning\human" and this meaning is available as a lassword. This is to ater for theextremely large number of human lass de�nitions of the form \someone who...".Class words are words that are also in the semanti lass �le under extration.The two main issues in identifying lasswords are morphologial variants (i.e pluralsin the ase of nouns) and disambiguation between senses. Sine disambiguationbetween senses ours at this stage, a lass word tag inludes the fat that it is alass word and the appropriate CIDE+ sense key.



3 DEVELOPMENT 20Plurals are simply dealt with using the infs �eld in CIDE+. The infs �eldgives other forms of the same word. However, for multi-word units it also gives theseparate words of the unit and their various forms. Aordingly, it is also neessaryto hek the mwu �eld to ensure that a word whih is part of a multi-word unitis not lassi�ed as a lass word. Sine the e�et of a multi-word unit not beingmarked as suh an be quite devastating to the genus term extration proess,I ran a small program to hek and orret the mwu �eld of every entry beforerunning the extration program. I found approximately 50 multi-word units withan empty mwu �eld and was thus able to avoid the rather worrying situation wherea notieable number of the human lass was determined as having the genus termgod* 1* 4 (\those who the gods would destroy, they �rst make mad"). It shouldalso be noted that at this stage restriting lass words to single word units will notredue overage any further sine the de�nition is being onsidered a word at atime, and therefore, a multi-word unit annot orretly be onsidered a lass word.Due to the polysemous nature of many words, even within a single semanti lass,it is often neessary to hoose between a number of andidate senses for a lass word.The algorithm I use to disambiguate between senses sores eah potential sense inthe ontext of the word being de�ned. It then hooses the best sense if it is betterthan the next best sense by a ertain threshold. If the threshold is not exeededthen the sense whih ours �rst in the ditionary is seleted. This is based on thefat that, although CIDE+ makes no guarentees, the �rst sense is usually the mostfrequent sense and the most frequent sense is usually the orret sense. The fatthat the most frequent sense is the most likely sense is espeially true in a restritedvoabulary situation and onsidering that senses whih are not of the orret partof speeh and semanti lass have already been eliminated.
Word defined = banjo definition= " a stringed musical instrument

with a long neck and a hollow circular body"
disambiguate: instrument between

instrument* 1* 0: a musical instrument... instrument* 2* 1: any of various devices
used to measure speed etc.

sdcs: 399 (string instruments) sdcs: 277 (musical instruments) sdcs: 430 (Travel and Transport)
          271 (Weights and Measures)
          418 (Tools)

extended weighted sdcs:
277: +16
273: +8
281: +4

extended weighted sdcs:
399: +16

281: +2
273: +4
277: +8

extended weighted sdcs:
430: +16,  271: +16,  418: +16
1591:+8,   244: +8,   193:  +8

                                  2005: +4
                                   454: +2

42 > 16 + 0

matches:
277: +16+8
273: +8+4
281: +4+2

matches:

score: 42 score: 0

sense is instrument* 1* 0

threshold = 16

Figure 4: Disambiguation of \instrument" in De�nition of \banjo"Soring of the potential senses relies mainly on subjet domain informationprovided in CIDE+. However, simply mathing the subjet domain odes of the



3 DEVELOPMENT 21word being identi�ed with those of the sense being sored, will not ahieve verymuh due to the large number of subjet domain odes in CIDE+. CIDE+ subjetdomain odes have a highly hierarhial nature and, onsequently, all of a subjetdomain ode's anestors are also onsidered (in a weighted manner). Figure 4illustrates how disambiguation might be performed for a partiular example.Disambiguation also takes into aount semanti lass. This is more relevantwhen two or more lasses have been ombined but also relevant to words (or senses)whih have dual lass status. However, semanti lass is given a low weighting sineit is onsidered that most reliable information whih an be derived from this hasalready been derived by partitioning.The �nal type of word that a word in the de�nition may be tagged as is an\other" word. This simply applies to all words in the de�nition whih are neitherde�nition words or lass words.The fourth stage in the extration proess is to pass the tagged de�nitionthrough a �nite state transduer (FST) to extrat a list of lass words as genusterm.
Key to Genus Term List Operations
+ : add current classword to list
− : remove classword from head of list
−+ : do − followed by +
[]: make list empty

type=member−group/
component−whole/
conjugation,[]

\= member−group/
component−whole

34

b

b
type=desc/
exc,sim,eg,if,
.(full stop)

type=desc/
exc,sim,eg,if,
.(full stop)

)

21

F

classword,+

type=equals,−

classword,−+
,(comma)

classword,+
classword,−+

disj

disj

disj

,(comma)

,(comma)

,(comma)

)
(

type=conjugation,[]

(

Figure 5: Simpli�ed Extration Finite State TransduerThe FST, a simpli�ed version of whih is shown in Figure 5, is based on Vossenand Copestake's (1993) study of ditionary de�nitions and also my own analysis ofCIDE+ de�nitions. The version shown in Figure 5 overs a subset of the types ofde�nition atually handled by the FST, and is intended for illustration purposes



3 DEVELOPMENT 22only. For those interested, the atual Prolog implementation of the FST an befound in Appendix B.It should be noted that although the transduer is largely deterministi, it isnot ompletely so. In Figure 5, for example, there are two omma transitions out ofstate 2. The �rst is to state 3 whih is a omponent of the subroutine whih handlesdisjuntions. However, if this subroutine fails, i.e. a disjuntion is not subsequentlyfound, the seond omma transition from state 2 to state F will be taken instead.Another example, not shown, is that the word \is" an play two di�erent rolesin a de�nition (\a * is a genus term whih..." or \* is informal/br/am/slang forgenus term") and its role is determined by the subsequent word(s). Both of theseexamples ould, of ourse, be implemented in a ompletely deterministi FST, butI hose not to implement them deterministially sine Prolog bak-traking handlesnon-determinism elegantly.In general, the list returned by the FST will ontain a single genus term. How-ever, the list returned by the FST will be empty when the de�nition ontains nolass words or is of a ertain form, e.g. \a part of a....". Further, the list may ontainmore than one genus term when the de�nition ontains a disjuntion. Redution ofmultiple genus terms to a single genus term ours later, during the tree-buildingstage, when it is possible to identify a hypernym of the disjunts.Although stages three and four are oneptually distint, they are in fat im-plemented in tandem; that is a word is tagged and passed to the FST and thenanother word is tagged and so on. This is beause the FST may make its deisionand exit long before reahing the end of the de�nition. Therefore it is ineÆientto perform the relatively omputationally expensive operation of tagging for everyword in the de�nition irrespetive of whether or not it will be used.The �fth stage of the extration proess is simply to remove any ourrene ofthe word sense itself from its list of genus terms.Figure 6 illustrates the exeution of the entire extration proess for a simpleexample.When the genus term list returned is empty, I onsidered assigning the top ofthe lass as genus term, sine, although the top of the lass may not be the orretdiret anestor of the word onerned, it should our somewhere in its hypernymhain. By assigning the top of the lass as genus term, the overage of genus termextration and onsequently the tree would be signi�antly inreased.However, I deided against this for three main reasons. The �rst being that formany lasses it is not possible to pik a word whih an be onsidered to be the soletop of the lass. An obvious example of suh a lass is the abstrat lass. However,further to suh obvious examples, as will be seen later, I found during the buildingphase that it was neessary to use more than one top in the majority of lasses.The seond reason was that for dual lass words, it ould not be done until afterextration for all lasses and then, if a genus term had still not been extrated, itwould be neessary to hoose a top of one of the lasses. The third, and possiblymost important, reason is that it is not possible to ompletely rely on the semantilasses assigned by CIDE+. There are two aspets of this unreliability. The �rst isthat assigning words to a set of semanti lasses is a somewhat subjetive proessand therefore a limited amount of variation in lasses assigned by di�erent peoplean only be expeted. For example, is something, suh as a \stone", an objetor a solid? The seond aspet is that a notieable number of CIDE+ lasses areindisputably questionable. To give just three examples, midget, de�ned as \a very



3 DEVELOPMENT 23
sense = "aardvark* 1* 0", class = animal
definition = "an african mammal with a long

and eats insects."
definition type = dirctly defined noun

nose and large ears which lives underground

[an,african,mammal,with,a,long,nose,and,large,ears,which,lives,underground,
and,eats,insects]

FST state 1
input: (mammal* 1* 0,c)
acc:[]

FST state 1
input:(_,n)
acc:[]

FST state 2
input: (_,desc,d)
acc:[mammal* 1* 0]

TOKENISE + MARKSELF

GENUS TERM LIST = [mammal* 1* 0]

FST state 1,

entry: url = 48, word = "aardvark",

input:(_,gen,d)

REMOVE SELF

acc:[]

FST state F
input: _
acc:[mammal* 1* 0]

TAG

(long,n),(nose,n),(and,conj,d),(large,n),(ears,n),(which,desc,def),(lives,n),
[(an,gen,d),(african,n),(mammal* 1* 0,c),(with,desc,d),(a,gen,def),

(underground,n),(and,conj,d),(eats,n),(insect* 1* 0,c)]

PASS TO FST

GENUS TERM LIST is [mammal* 1* 0]Figure 6: Example Exeution of Extration Finite State Transduersmall person", is lassi�ed as animal rather than human; Formula One, de�ned as\a type of raing ar", is lassi�ed as measurement ; and a player (suh as a tapeor reord player), de�ned as \a mahine", is lassi�ed as human. ConsequentlyI deided to maintain the auray of the proess and forego the possible extraoverage.At this point, I should mention that alternative approahes to genus term extra-tion were onsidered. Copestake (1990) disusses using speialist parsing tehniquesfor ditionary de�nitions. In aordane with this, I onsidered using a ombina-tion of part of speeh tagging and noun phrase hunking. However, onsideringthe unique lexion and grammar of CIDE+ de�nitions, onsiderable time wouldneed to be spent onstruting the neessary tools or interfaing with existing tools.Further, espeially onsidering that the auray of suh tools is not 100 perent,I did not think the gain ahieved by doing this would be great. A word whih isambiguous between adjetive and noun may be more reliably tagged using existingpart of speeh taggers than using my ombination of semanti lass tagging andFST. However, the system desribed herein is largely aurate, see later evaluationresults and, even if using aurate part of speeh tagging and NP hunking, it wouldstill be neessary to perform muh of the same work performed by this system af-terwards. It should be reognised that this system tags nouns using the lexionde�ned by CIDE+, tagging to the level of semanti lass. It further attempts todisambiguate between senses and it attempts to extrat a genus term based on the



3 DEVELOPMENT 24struture of the de�nition.Now I will turn my attention to the extration of genus terms from de�ni-tions borrowed from senses of other parts of speeh. For example, the de�nitionof administrator (administrate* 1* 5), borrowed from that of administrate(administate* 1* 0), is \to ontrol the operation or arrangement of something".In this example, it is neessary to derive the person who ontrols the operation orarrangement of something.Aordingly, for de�nitions borrowed from verbs, the extration module �rstattempts to �nd the verb in�nitive. This is generally quite straightforward as themajority of verb de�nitions are of the form \to in some manner". It then attemptsto derive a noun from that in�nitive by applying a set of morphologial rules. Forexample, the \+er" rule inorporates the various spelling hanges to onstrut anagent for a verb. The extration module onstruts a seletion of suh putativenouns and then attempts to �nd eah in the partiular semanti lass �le underonsideration. Aordingly, in the human �le, the proess is more likely to �nd aorresponding agent suh as \ontroller" and in, say, the ativity �le, the proess ismore likely to �nd a orresponding at (e.g. amusement from amuse).I onsidered a similar approah to noun de�nitions borrowed from adjetivesand adverbs. However, deriving nouns from adjetives and adverbs is not quite sostraightforward. Where a noun is derived from an adjetive it tends to be thatthe noun is something or someone who has a ertain property e.g. a onservativeis someone who is onservative. However, the de�nition of the property does notneessarily lead to the hypernym of the noun sine adjetives, as disussed earlier,do not intuitively have a hierarhial struture. To deal with suh nouns it wouldseem neessary to either rely on the assigned semanti lass, e.g. a onservativeis a human, or to ondut further analysis. Due to time onstraints plaed on theprojet and the fat that noun de�nitions borrowed from adjetives make up onlya small proportion of the nouns (5%) and those from adverbs even less (<0.5%), Ideided to assign suh nouns an empty genus term list for the time being.3.5 Tree Building by ClassOne the genus terms have been extrated for a lass, it is then possible to build atree (or a set of trees) for the word senses in that lass.Given a top node, the tree-building module reurses top-down throughout thelass in a manner after that desribed by Copestake (1990). All of the nodes whihhave the urrent node in their genus term list are found and a parent-hild linkasserted for eah. The algorithm then reurses in a depth-�rst manner for eahhild.Care obviously has to be taken not to introdue yles into the tree. Lexiog-raphers try not to de�ne onepts in a irular manner but this annot always beavoided and, espeially where some word forms have more than one genus term, itwould be possible to enter into suh a irle and then ontinue around it inde�nitely.Aordingly, before asserting a parent-hild link, the tree-building module heksthat the would-be hild is not an anestor of the parent. It also heks that it isnot already asserted as a hild, to stop the same part of the tree being built morethan one.



3 DEVELOPMENT 253.6 Disjuntive De�nitions and Redution of Links to theLowest Common AnestorAs I have disussed already, CIDE+ makes quite frequent use of the disjuntiveexample type of de�nition. For example, a savenger (savenge* 1* 1) is giventhe de�nition, \a savenger is a bird or animal whih feeds on...." Yet, it annotbe really said that in one sense a savenger is a bird and in another it is an an-imal. A savenger is atually a type of something whih inludes both birds andanimals. Sine in CIDE+, both birds and animals are de�ned as being types ofreature (reature* 1* 0), it would seem to make sense to say that a savengeris a reature.The tree-building module initially builds the tree so that, in this example,reature* 1* 0 has hyponyms inluding animal* 1* 0 and bird* 1* 0. In turn,both of these hyponyms of reature* 1* 0 have hyponyms inluding savenge*1* 1. One the initial build for a lass has ompleted, the tree-building modulemakes a top-down pass through the onstruted tree attempting to redue links sothat eah node in the tree has only one hypernym. For eah node that is found tohave more than one hypernym, the algorithm loates the lowest ommon anestorof its hypernyms. It then retrats the links to the node's existing hypernyms andforms a new one to this lowest ommon anestor. Aordingly, in the savengerexample, the links to animal* 1* 0 and bird* 1* 0 will be retrated and a linkto reature* 1* 0 asserted. This proedure is arried out top-down so that, al-though the node under onsideration may have more than one hypernym, thereshould generally only be one hypernym hain for eah of its hypernyms.3 This isdesirable sine it simpli�es identi�ation of the lowest ommon anestor.I have also already disussed that in ertain ases a disjuntion is used in ade�nition when there really is more than one sense of the word being de�ned.For example, hiken* 1* 0 is de�ned as being \a type of bird whih... or themeat of this bird whih...." Here, it would not be stritly wrong to redue theparents to the lowest ommon anestor of bird and meat (objet* 1* 0) but a lotof semanti information would be lost in the proess. Further, it is not really thease that \hiken" is a type of something whih inludes birds and esh, \hiken"is sometimes a \bird" and sometimes \meat". However, suh examples are fairlyrare, sine one would expet two separate senses of a word to be de�ned separately.Aordingly, I ignore this possibility when reduing within in a single semanti lass,assuming that the amount of semanti information lost will be minimal sine both(or all) hypernymes are in the same semanti lass. However, as will be disussedlater, I take into aount this possibility when potential hypernyms are found indi�erent semanti lasses (suh as in the hiken example).3.7 Automati Hypothesis of Top NodesThe tree-building module assumes that the top node (or nodes) in a partiular lassis known. These nodes are generally quite intuitive and I initially determined one orseveral top nodes for eah lass simply by looking at the entries and the genus termsextrated. For example, an obvious top node for the human lass is human* 1* 9.3There may be more than one hypernym hain from eah hypernym when more than one topnode has been de�ned for a lass. However, these hypernym hains will not have any nodesin ommon, sine otherwise they would have already been redued by the top-down redutionalgorithm. Aordingly, the existene of multiple hains for eah hypernym will not a�et thedetermination of the hypernyms' lowest ommon anestor.



3 DEVELOPMENT 26However, in order to inrease the overage for eah lass (i.e. number of nodes intree over number of nodes with non-empty genus term list), it was neessary to �ndmore top nodes for eah lass. I did this using an automati hypothesis module.For a partiular lass, the automati hypothesis module onstruts a list of allof the word senses whih do not have a hypernym link but do have a genus termextrated. Then, for eah item in the list, it attempts to hypothesise what a goodtop node would be in a bottom-up fashion. It does this by following a hypothetiallink to its genus term and then onsidering this entry's genus term list and so on.The module deides that it has reahed a potential top if a word sense does not havea genus term or if it �nds a irle of de�nitions. One the module has hypothesisedtops for ever item in its list, it alulates how many times eah hypothesised topours. The module returns the hypothesised top ourring the maximum numberof times and its number of ourrenes. The person onstruting the tree an thenonsider this potential top node and what e�et it would have on the tree.An example of where the hypothesis module made a large impat was in theplae lass. I had already built trees starting from top nodes plae* 1* 0, land*1* 0 and struture* 2* 0. However, the hypothesis module suggested adding thetop node area* 1* 0 with an expeted impat of aounting for just over 700 extranoun senses.For implementation reasons, if a lass has a partiularly large number of wordsenses unaounted for in the tree, the hypothesis module urtails the list it on-siders. It then only returns an estimate of how many nodes would be added to thetree by introduing the top it hypothesises as being best.The hypothesis module an be run repeatedly on a single lass, assuming thatthe tree for the hypothesised best node is built, so that multiple good top nodes anbe identi�ed. Using the hypothesis module, I inreased the number of top nodesfrom 49 to 110. This may seem like a large number of top nodes when WordNet,for example, has only 25 unique beginners. However, I believe, the number an bejusti�ed when the extent to whih there is inherent tree struture in CIDE+ lassesis onsidered.Of ourse, the repeated hypothesis of tops has to stop somewhere. It has to beaepted that not all entries, not even all of those for whih a genus term has beenextrated, will be inluded in the tree. For example, the de�nition of phone* 1* 0is \a telephone". However, the only noun sense of telephone (telephone* 1* 0) isde�ned as \(to use) a phone".Lastly, there is no reason why this module ould not be run before any tree hasbeen built and, in this way, all of the top nodes ould be loated by the hypothesismodule. The only reason why I did not do this, was due to the amount of timetaken to run the module and that I had already determined at least one top nodefor every lass.3.8 Constrution of Top of the HierarhyHaving onstruted trees from all of the tops, the next stage was to organise the topsthemselves into some sort of semanti hierarhy. This is similar to the organisationof the unique beginners in the WordNet tops �le (Fellbaum 1998).As Fellbaum (1998) disusses, the generi onepts whih our near the top of



3 DEVELOPMENT 27a single hyperthetial semanti hierarhy arry little semanti information. Thislak of semanti information is reeted in ditionary de�nitions for suh oneptswhih is why I did not attempt to automatially extrat the top of the hierarhy.Instead, the arrangement of the top semanti onepts was arried out by hand,using the ditionary entries and my own knowledge of word meanings. After thearrangement, there were seven onepts remaining as tops of their own individualtrees. These onepts were entity, ondition, event, at, abstration, phenomenonand group. The other onepts, whih originally topped their own trees, were noworganised beneath these seven. Oasionally, I introdued a onept, whih waspreviously unaounted for in any tree, into this top level hierarhy so as to groupother onepts together. For example, I introdued the word \life form" (life* 1*36) to group the onepts of plant and reature together. I also introdued the word\abstration" abstrat* 1* 3 in order to group various abstrat onepts together.Figure 7 illustrates how some semanti onepts are linked together underneath theonept of entity.
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Figure 7: Hyponymi Relations Between a Subset of Top Level Conepts3.9 Optional Redution of Links to Lowest Common Anes-torOne the links at the top of the semanti hierarhy had been established, I ompiledthe separate tree �les into a single Prolog database �le in whih there is an entry for



3 DEVELOPMENT 28eah noun sense in CIDE+. In the Prolog data �le eah entry arries informationabout the word sense, suh as the de�nition, a list of hypernym links and a list ofhyponym links.
noun_data(1781, ’aim* 1* 2’, [aim], [61101], [64337,91086], 

(’to point or direct (esp. a weapon) towards someone
or something that you want to hit’,aim,’aim* 1* 0’,v)).Figure 8: Sample Entry in Noun Semanti HierarhyEah entry in the �le may represent a leaf node (i.e. it has non-empty hypernymlist but empty hyponym list), or a non-leaf node (i.e. it has non-empty hypernymlist and non-empty hyponym list) or, alternatively, it may not be ontained in thehierarhy (i.e. it has empty hypernym list and empty hyponym list). Figure 8 is anillustration of a non-leaf node.Ideally, in a hierarhy, eah node should have only one parent node. There aretwo main advantages to this. The �rst is that a unique distane is de�ned betweenevery node and every other node. The seond is that the hierarhy an be used asan inheritane system without the ompliation of multiple inheritane. Further, asingle parent node is intuitive. How an a single onept be simultaneously types oftwo disjoint onepts? One answer ould be that it is not atually a type of eitherparent onept but a mixture of the two. Another ould be that one onept is theparent at one time or from one perspetive and the other is the parent at some othertime or from some other perspetive (suh is the ase, I believe, with the hikenexample disussed previously).One the semanti hierarhies were ompiled into a single �le, it was straightfor-ward to identify whih entries had multiple hypernyms. I implemented an optionalredution module whih found these entries, again in a top-down manner. Theuser, myself, was then given three hoies. I ould hoose to redue the links to thelowest ommon anestor (disjuntive example de�nition), redue the links to one ofthe parents (di�erent word senses had been found as genus in di�erent lasses, onlyone of whih ould be onsidered orret), or leave the links as they were (senseorretly identi�ed as having multiple genus terms).3.10 Seond Pass Extration to Inrease Coverage of NounsThe seond pass extration module attempts to inrease the hierarhy overage.A slightly modi�ed version of the original extration module is run for eah una-ounted for noun. If a genus term is found for a noun and that genus term is withinthe tree (i.e. it has a hypernym), appropriate links are added. If the found genusterm is not within the tree a trigger is set so that subsequent addition of the genusterm, triggers the addition of the appropriate links. This means that the seondpass extration an be exeuted in a single, sequential pass through the data �le.Modi�ation of the original extration module is suh that any noun sense anbe onsidered as a lassword. However, sine a potential genus term need no longerbe from the same lass �le, the threshold for sense disambiguation is inreased andif there is no sense whih is better than other potential senses by this threshold,the word is not added. This di�ers from the original extration module in that,in the original module, if the di�erene in sores between the best sense and otherpotential senses was not greater than the threshold, the �rst (i.e. most frequent)



3 DEVELOPMENT 29sense was added. This is not done in the seond pass extration module sine,without the lass math, the e�et of piking a wrong sense is likely to be greater.There are also a few minor modi�ations to the �nite state transduer itself. Forexample, in the original extration proess, anything in brakets in the de�nitionis ignored on the basis that it is in brakets beause it is not stritly neessary tothe de�nition. For example, the word sense mummy* 1* 0 has the de�nition, \(usedby or to hildren) mother". However, on the seond pass, words inside brakets arealso onsidered as genus terms on the basis that a genus term was not found outsidethe brakets on the �rst pass. For example, freso* 1* 0 has the de�nition, \(apiture made by) painting on wet plaster mixture of sand, lime and water on a wallor eiling" and is onsequently, during seond pass extration, made a hyponym ofpiture* 1* 0 (\a representation of someone or something produed by drawing,painting or taking a photograph").After the seond pass extration was omplete, I notied that there were almost2000 triggers remaining. In other words, approximately 6% of CIDE+ noun senseshad had a genus term extrated but were unable to be entered in the tree sinethat genus term was not in the tree. Aordingly, I performed a reursive searhto �nd the nodes that would, by their addition to the tree, ause the most othernodes to also be added to the tree. I then hand-analysed their de�nitions and hadthem added to the tree in the appropriate plaes. Approximately 35 word senseswere hand-added in this way, triggering the addition of a further 700 nodes to thetree.3.11 Postproessing: Conversion into WordNet Text Formatand Constrution of Data and Index FilesThe last stage of proessing was to onvert the Prolog data �le into a text �le (ofa similar format to the WordNet data.noun �le) and a set of index �les.This task is a fairly trivial one exept in that the unique identi�ers used inWordNet, and therefore likewise in these �nal �les, are also byte o�sets. In otherwords, a synset with the identi�er 03049908 ours at o�set 03049908 in the �le.The use of byte o�sets allows appliation programs, suh as Preiss 2000, to movearound easily within the data �le. Figure 9 illustrates the struture of the �nal data�le (data noun). It should be noted that CIDE+ word senses that are not overedby the hierarhy are not inluded in the �nal �les. It should also be noted thatthe data �le is not in alphabetial order sine the seond pass extration disloatesmany nouns from their original positions. The index �les, illustrated in Figure 10,are, of ourse, ordered on the ontents of their �rst �eld.Five index �les, whih are required by Preiss 2000, are provided. The index �leindex ount orresponds to the WordNet �le index.noun. This �le gives a wordform, the number of synsets the word form appears in and a list of those synsetsin order of their estimated frequeny (whih is taken to be the order in whih theyappear in CIDE+).
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00102171 10 n 2 aubergine 0 eggplant 0 2 @ 02351581 n 0000 ~ 00674750 n 0000 

byte offset
(of hyponym)

link type
(downwards)

part of
speech

| an oval−shaped vegetable with a shiny dark purple skin, which is usually eaten cooked Figure 9: Annotated Entry from data noun �le

aubergine 1 00102171
auctioneer 1 00102337
audience 1 00102483
audience 1 00102750

aubergine n 1 2 @ ~ 1 0 00102171
auctioneer n 1 2 @ ~ 1 0 00102337
audience n 2 2 @ ~ 2 0 00102483 00102750

hyp(100102171,102351581).

hyp(100674750,100102171).

00102171 1 aubergine 
00102171 1 eggplant 

00102171 n aubergine aubergine* 1* 0

(word form −> offsets (ordered by frequency))

00102171 n eggplant aubergine* 1* 0

(byte offset −> word form)
indx_nn1 indx_nn2 indx_nn3

(offset −> (word form +) CIDE+ sense)(word form −> offset)

index_count cide_hyp
(hyp(child,parent))

Figure 10: Illustration of the Five Index Files



4 EVALUATION 31Class Size Genus Terms No. of No. ofFile Class(N) Extrated(G) G/N Tops(T) Nodes(L) L/(G+T) L/Nabstrat 1020 233 23% 1 13 6% 1%ativity 4834 2634 54% 6 1545 59% 32%animal 868 719 83% 2 709 98% 82%body part 775 456 59% 6 177 38% 23%lothing 614 401 65% 4 370 91% 60%omm. 2600 1573 61% 4 729 46% 28%ontainer 414 307 74% 3 297 96% 72%devie 1466 962 66% 6 857 89% 58%energy 144 85 59% 4 72 81% 50%food 1044 743 71% 8 721 96% 69%gas 107 84 79% 2 82 95% 77%group 1134 818 72% 5 744 90% 66%human 4906 3695 75% 6 3434 98% 70%inanimate 195 10 5% 1 5 50% 1%liquid 495 369 75% 4 359 96% 73%meas. 1242 776 62% 2 563 72% 45%money 465 316 68% 4 279 87% 60%objet 4414 3373 76% 4 2234 66% 51%plae 2861 2207 77% 6 1857 84% 65%plant 524 422 81% 3 416 98% 79%proess 667 165 25% 3 91 54% 14%quality 2523 612 24% 4 384 62% 15%sensations 675 297 44% 4 261 86% 39%sound 533 298 56% 4 261 86% 49%state 1309 592 45% 4 368 62% 28%text 8 1 13% 1 2 100% 25%time 2180 1298 60% 5 856 66% 39%vehile 406 328 81% 1 305 93% 75%nolass 735 0 0% 0 0 0% 0%Total 39158 23774 61% 110 17973 75% 46%Table 6: Tree Coverage By Semanti Class File4 Evaluation4.1 Evaluation of Coverage by ClassTable 6 shows the overage obtained by the initial extration proess and the treesbuilt for eah lass. In other words, these �gures were alulated after trees had beenbuilt for all of the top nodes hypothesised by the hypothesis module but before theseond pass extration whih inreased overage over the entire semanti hierarhy.The total �gures in Table 6 provide an estimate of the overage over all thenouns in CIDE+. This estimate is slightly misleading sine many nouns sensesappear in more than one lass. In most ases, it is only neessary for the nounsense to appear in the tree assoiated with one of these lasses. Consequently, theatual overage over all nouns may be higher these �gures. However, these totalssuggest that, at this stage, approximately 46% of CIDE+ noun senses are ontainedwithin the tree.



4 EVALUATION 32Class Size of Genus Terms No. of No. ofClass(N) Extrated(G) G/N Tops(T) Nodes(L) L/(G+T) L/Nabst.+event 10240 4789 47% 20 2806 58% 27%at 5501 2799 51% 9 1636 58% 30%ondition 1309 592 45% 4 368 62% 28%entity 19562 14392 74% 59 12102 84% 62%phen. 677 383 57% 8 333 85% 49%group 1134 818 72% 5 744 90% 66%Total 39158 23774 61% 110 17973 75% 46%Table 7: Tree Coverage By Generi ConeptAs previously disussed, using the hypothesis of tops module, the number of topswas inreased from 49 to 110. This inrease in the number of tops resulted in in thisestimated total overage rising by approximately 15% (i.e. from approximately 31%to the urrent 46%). I believe this is a signi�ant inrease whih in itself justi�esthe use of multiple tops per lass.The results in Table 6 also indiate that the suess of the tehniques used toextrat genus terms and build the trees is highly dependent on the semanti lass.The lasses for whih these tehniques appear to perform best are those whih fallin the generi ategory of \entity". This is further apparent from Table 7, whihprovides totals of the results in Table 6 for eah of the seven generi ategories(abstration and event are ombined due to the fat that some trees in the timelass ount under the abstration onept and others ount under the event onept).Good results are also ahieved for the group onept. However, this wouldappear to be statistially less signi�ant than in the ase of the entity onept dueto the respetive numbers involved.4.2 Coverage of Entire TreeTable 8 shows the overage of the entire CIDE+ semanti hierarhy (CIDESH)before the seond pass extration and in its �nal state. It also shows WordNetoverage for a random sample of two hundred CIDE+ noun senses and the minimumand maximum expeted human overage for the same sample. I have also inludedan estimate of CIDESH overage over the same sample as an indiation of howrepresentative that sample was.The expeted human overage statistis were alulated on the assumption thatthe human only has aess to the ditionary entries and a limited amount of in-ferene. Minimum human overage is what I would expet most humans to obtainaurately and would inlude examples like \a dog is an animal ...". To obtainmaximum human overage, a ertain amount of inferene would be required to dealwith various types of de�nitions, inluding those whih are originally for a di�erentpart of speeh, those whih ontain disjuntive examples and those where the rela-tion between the word being de�ned and the genus term is not straightforward. Forexample, in a ase suh as, \ubism is a style of modern art", there might be somedisagreement between humans as to whether the genus term is \style" or \art".Examples whih fall outside the range of maximum human overage are ones whihI believe it would be very diÆult to extrat a genus term for without other knowl-



4 EVALUATION 33CoverageCIDE+ Tree Coverage 56.4%CIDE+ Tree Coverage before 50.6%2nd pass extrationEstimated WordNet Coverage 66%Estimated Minimum 48.5%Human CoverageEstimated Maximum 78%Human CoverageEstimated CIDE+ 61%Tree CoverageTable 8: Coverage StatistisPerentageHypernym orret in 55.5%word and senseNo hypernym given 39.25%Hypernym orret in 1.25%word but not in senseInorret hypernym 4%Auray 94.75%Table 9: Estimated Auray of Hypernymsedge soures. For example, shortage (short* 3* 6) has the de�nition, \if there isa shortage of something, there is not enough of it."As an be seen from the �gures, the overage of the CIDESH falls betweenthe minimum and maximum values for human overage, as would be expeted.Evaluated on the same sample, it's overage is 5% less than that of WordNet. Theoverlap of overage between the CIDESH and WordNet is not great as one mightexpet. I estimated 40% of CIDE noun senses in both the WordNet hierarhy andCIDESH, 45.5% in just one of the hierarhies and 14.5% in neither hierarhy.4.3 Auray of Hypernym SeletionTable 9 gives estimated �gures for the auray of the hypernym for a given nounsense. These �gures were estimated over the same sample set as used to alulatethe overage statistis. It should be appreiated that I de�ne a noun sense to havean aurate hypernym if it does not have a wrong hypernym.I also alulated the same set of statistis, for the same sample, before the seondpass extration was performed in order to evaluate whether the inrease in overageobtained was at the expense of auray. These statistis are shown in Table 10.



4 EVALUATION 34PerentageHypernym orret in 50%word and senseNo hypernym given 46%Hypernym orret in 1%word but not in senseInorret hypernym 3%Auray 96%Table 10: Estimated Auray of Hypernyms Before Seond Pass ExtrationAs the �gures show, there is a slight drop in auray along with the inreasein overage. However, the drop in auray is small (1.25%) and may even beinsigni�ant. Further, the inrease in aurate overage (from 50% to 55.5%) wouldappear to be of more signi�ane.Leaving aside spei� anomalies in CIDE+ (see Appendix A (extended ver-sion) for examples), there are a ouple of main types of ase where the extrationtehnique oasionally selets the wrong genus term or sense. The �rst is thatoasionally the genus term is syntatially ambiguous, very often due to use ofa disjuntion. For example, a jar (jar* 1* 0) is de�ned as \a glass or lay on-tainer...". It is quite simple for us to see that the or oordinates the adjetiveonstituents but it is possible that it oordinates the nbar onstituents, \glass" and\lay ontainer". Sine the extration module works on the minimal attahmentpriniple, it will, in this example, �nd two genus terms, \glass" (of the drinkingvessel sense) and \ontainer". In this example, this does not a�et the tree sinethe lowest ommon anestor of \glass" and \ontainer" is in fat the orret genusterm, \ontainer".The seond type of ase is when subjet domain odes reet more heavily onepart of a de�nition than another, and/or when an entry ombines two senses. Forexample, \mule" (mule* 1* 0) is de�ned as \an animal whose mother is a horseand whose father is a donkey whih is used for transporting loads, or �g. a personwho agrees to arry illegal drugs into another ountry in return for payment bythe person selling the drugs". Aordingly, \mule" is in both animal and humanlasses and the extration module should extrat \animal" when extrating theanimal lass and \person" when extrating the human lass. However, there isalso a human sense of animal, de�ned as \you an also say that a person who isvery ruel or unpleasant or has no soial manners is an animal". Aordingly, theextration module extrats this as the genus term and, sine the disjuntion oursmuh later, the rest of the de�nition is ignored.4.4 Auray of Semanti Hierarhy Hypernym ChainsAn inorret hoie in hypernym obviously has more e�et on the overall hierarhy,the higher up in the hierarhy the word ours. Aordingly, I estimated the per-entage of nodes having an aurate hypernym hain to the top of the hierarhy.For a random sample set of 100 hypernym hains, I determined that 84% were om-pletely aurate. Of the 16% inaurate hains, 62.5% were onsidered to ontain



4 EVALUATION 35CIDESH WordNet LDOCE LDOCEanimal substaneaverage depth(est.) 5.1 6.6 - -maximum depth 12 >13 6 5perentage of non-leaf nodes(P) 10.8% - 4.2% 5%average branhing fator(100/P) 9 - 24 20maximum branhing fator 600 400 - -Table 11: Tree Statistis for CIDE+ Semanti Hierarhy and for WordNetonly a minor detour, that is, only a single error was made and this single error wassuh that the subsequent step reverted the ourse of the hain to the orret one.4.5 Other Semanti Hierarhy StatistisTable 11 summarizes ertain other tree statistis, onerning depth and bushiness,for CIDESH, for WordNet (where known or estimated) and for the two hierar-hies (animal and substane) onstruted from LDOCE by Copestake (1990) (whereknown).The average depth of CIDESH is signi�antly less than that of WordNet. Fur-ther, from examination of CIDESH and WordNet, there appears to be muh moremore variane in the length of WordNet hains. At least one hain in CIDESHreahes a length of 12 but suh lengths are rare and most hains have a length offour, �ve or six. Conneted to this is that CIDESH also appears to be bushierthan WordNet. In other words, it would appear that there are a lot less non-leafnodes in CIDESH and that eah non-leaf node tends to have a lot more hyponyms.Conversely, however, the perentage of non-leaf nodes in CIDESH is higher than inCopestake's (1990) hierarhies onstruted from LDOCE.The reason that CIDESH is fairly shallow and bushy an be found in the on-strution of CIDE+ de�nitions. Being a learner's ditionary, CIDE+ de�nes eahword sense using a limited voabulary and it does not go into tehnial distintions.Aordingly, a hypernym hain in CIDESH may be of length 7 whereas in Word-Net, the same noun sense has a hypernym hain of length 14 (see Figure 11 forillustration).4.6 Evaluation of the Semanti Hierarhy as a Tool for WordSense DisambiguationIn order to evaluate CIDESH as a tool for WSD, CIDESH and the Preiss (2000)WSD module were tested together.The evaluation set was randomly taken from CIDE+ examples sine these arealready CIDE+ sense tagged for one word in the sentene. Obviously, only senteneswhere the sense tag was for a noun were onsidered. Further, sentenes ontainingless than two nouns, sentenes where the number of senses for the sense taggednoun was less than two and sentenes where one of the nouns ould not be foundin the appropriate hierarhy were disarded. Consequently, starting from the sameinitial evaluation set (of 175 sentenes), CIDESH was evaluated over 78 sentenes
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carthorse "a large strong horse"

horse "a large animal with 
four legs..."
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"a living creature, not a 
plant, which ..."

"any large or small living 
thing which can move..."

"something which exists
apart from other things..."

"an esp. solid thing that 
can be seen and felt..."

"a life form is any living
thing."

CIDE+ definitionsCIDESH

Figure 11: Comparison of CIDESH and WordNet Hypernym Chainsand WordNet was evaluated over 108 sentenes.It should be noted that the evaluation data used is not ideal for several reasons.The �rst is that eah sentene is only sense tagged for a single word in the senteneand aordingly it is not possible to evaluate over the whole sentene. The seondreason is that CIDE+ example sentenes were written to illustrate the use of onepartiular word sense and this may mean that the other words in the sentene areunnaturally simple or unambiguous. The third reason is that no-one else has usedthis evaluation data and therefore the results obtained annot easily be evaluatedagainst the results of other people. However, these example sentenes were the onlyavailable CIDE+ sense tagged data available to Preiss and myself at the time ofevaluation.Table 12 summarises the results obtained by Preiss for three of the disambigua-tion experts using both CIDESH and WordNet. As already disussed, Preiss im-plemented eah of the three algorithms in four di�erent ways. Table 12 shows justthe results for the exhaustive searh implementations sine these ahieved the bestresults4.The �rst of the three algorithms used by Preiss is independent of the hierarhyas is the baseline �gure. These results, therefore, depend solely on CIDE+. Theseond algorithm used by Preiss onsiders just the separation in the hierarhy ofthe nouns in the sentene. The third algorithm onsiders the separation in thehierarhy of the nouns in the de�nitions of the nouns in the sentene.4The so-alled exhaustive searh implementations were not stritly exhaustive sine a \window"of size three was used (that is a maximum of three nouns in the sentene were onsidered at onetime). However, this approximates quite losely a truly exhaustive searh when it is onsideredthat relatively few example sentenes in CIDE+ ontain more than three nouns.



4 EVALUATION 37Expert Algorithm % Auray % Aurayusing CIDESH using WordNet7 Baseline: 29.49 31.43(pik �rst CIDE+ sense)3 word form overlap 46.15 50.484 distane in hierarhy 35.90 39.055 word meaning overlap 43.59 40.00Table 12: Evaluation of CIDESH and WordNet as Tools for WSD ModuleThe �rst thing to note from the results is that using a hierarhy has not ledto improved results over the standard de�nition overlap algorithm. However, thedrop in performane using a hierarhy is not great and it is impossible to onludewhether, if the idealised hierarhy ould be built, whether or not this would lead toimproved results.Seondly, onsidering that the de�nition overlap algorithm performane (andthe baseline �gure) is greater for the WordNet sample, a slight drop in performaneould be expeted for the CIDESH �gures using the two hierarhy dependent algo-rithms without it being signi�ant. Aordingly, I believe that for the seond Preissalgorithm, CIDESH performs roughly omparably with WordNet and for the thirdalgorithm it performs signi�antly better.



5 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK 385 Conlusions and Further WorkThe extration and tree building tehniques used to semi-automatially extrat anoun hierarhy from CIDE+ have proved fairly aurate. However they have notprovided the overage of noun senses originally hoped for. Nor have they providedthe overage required in order to ahieve high WSD performane, that is, even if itis possible to ahieve high WSD performane using the ideas disussed herein andin Preiss (2000).Further analysis of CIDE+ noun de�nitions may inrease the overage of theextration tehnique, thereby inreasing overall tree overage. In partiular, furtheranalysis of de�nitions falling under the abstrat, at and ondition onepts mayreveal why the tehniques performed less well for suh de�nitions and thus lead toa way of inreasing overage.Using a ombination of semanti lass information, subjet domain odes andsense frequeny information seems to have proved a suessful way of dealing withthe sense disambiguation problem within CIDE+ de�nitions.The use of the optional redution module resulted in human interation beingrequired on roughly 1-2% of the entries. This ompares with 5% in the ase ofCopestake (1990) although her riteria for entries requiring human interation weredi�erent. She required interation on hoies about entries whih might be non-leafnodes in the hierarhy. This has the bene�t that inorret deisions an only a�eta single leaf node in the hierarhy and therefore the overall auray of the semantihierarhy is the same as the auray in hypernym seletion.A number of CIDE+ entries required human interation beause of the use ofa disjuntive genus term suh as \a building or plae". Intuitively, buildings andplaes are onepts whih have a lot in ommon. However, buildings are de�nedas being strutures, strutures as objets and objets as entities. A plae, on theother hand, is a diret hild of entity. This means that the lowest ommon anestorof buildings and plaes is entity. This may be the orret hypernym for a oneptde�ned as being \a building or plae" in the sense that something an be a buildingor plae without neessarily being either of them. However, there seems to be anenormous loss of semanti information in going from saying that a hostelry is \abar (a plae where aloholi drinks...) or pub (a building with...)" to saying that ahostelry is \an entity".The use of a restrited ore voabulary in CIDE+ has its advantages and dis-advantages. Obvious advantages are that it makes parsing and word sense disam-biguation within the de�nitions easier. However, it also results in a muh shallower,bushier tree sine the same words are used over and over again as genus term.Hene, the distribution of distanes between noun senses is going to have a smallervariane and it will be more diÆult to distinguish between two given noun senses.Further, the performane of the tree-building tehnique su�ered from the numberof irular de�nition hains in CIDE+ and the extensive use of the disjuntiveexample type of de�nition. Both of these fators, I believe, are a result of the useof a restrited ore voabulary in CIDE+ de�nitionsAs a tool for word sense disambiguation, the use of a ustom-built hierarhy,suh as CIDESH, appears to result in better performane than the use of an existinghierarhy, suh as WordNet. Inreased overage in CIDESH would lead to inreasedoverage for the disambiguation tehnique and possibly also inreased performane.



5 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK 39The lak of overlap between CIDESH and WordNet ould potentially be utilisedby an appliation and ould lead to inreased WSD performane. Potentially, anappliation ould attempt to �nd the word sense in both hierarhies and ombinethe information obtained from eah in some probabilisti manner.Regarding the word sense disambiguation tehnique in general, I believe thatthis would bene�t enormously from having a fully ross-linked semanti hierarhyontaining all parts of speeh. We do not simply rely on words of the same partof speeh when trying to disambiguate a word. Even simple examples like, \Irowed/ran into the bank" require disambiguation to our aross natural part ofspeeh boundaries. It was noted by Fellbaum (1998) that the reason why thereare so few (omparatively) verbs in the English language (and onsequently whythis is the most polysemous part of speeh), is that most verbs rely on their nounarguments for disambiguation. Conversely, I believe that the disambiguation ofmany noun arguments relies on the verb of whih they are an argument.Aordingly, I believe that further work on building a omplete hierarhy shouldonentrate on linking verbs to the nouns they take as arguments and adjetives tothe nouns they modify. Verbs and adjetives of ourse ould be further arrangedamongst themselves using synonymy, tropynymy and antonymy. I believe that thisis an intuitive way of arranging verbs and adjetives and would also bene�t thenoun hierarhy. My reason for believing this follows the argument of Keil (1979,1983). He argues that hildren learn the hierarhial struture of nominal oneptsby observing what an and annot be prediated at eah level. For example, theimportant semanti di�erene between inanimate and animate nouns derives fromthe fat that the prediates dead and alive an eah be prediated for one lass butnot the other. Aordingly, we need the onepts \dead" and \alive" to appreiatethe di�erene between inanimate and animate objets and this should be reetedin a noun hierarhy.
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A APPENDIX A: APPARENT ANOMALIES IN CIDE+ 41A Appendix A: Apparent Anomalies in CIDE+A.1 Unde�ned WordsThe CIDE+ entries with no obviously derivable de�nition are:areditation - aredited* 1* 1 (n)blakberrying - blakberrying* 1* 0 (n)disposal - disposal* 1* 0 (n)interposition - interposition* 1* 0 (n)reposession - reposession* 1* 0 (n)resolution - resolution* 1* 0 (n)seniority - seniority* 1* 0 (n)statesmanship - statesmanship* 1* 0 (n)subjetivity - subjetivity* 1* 0 (n)aredited - aredited* 1* 0 (adj)doting - doting* 1* 0 (adj)feminist - feminist* 1* 0 (adj)glaning - glaning* 1* 0 (adj)sodding - sodding* 1* 0 (adj)teeming - teeming* 1* 0 (adj)sodding - sodding* 1* 0 (adv)subjetively - subjetively* 1* 0 (adv)A.2 Multi-Word Units with no mwu odeThis is assuming that a mwu ode is given aording to the �rst word in a CIDE+word group, whih generally seems to be the ase. In any ase, in the majority ofthese entries, all words in the wordgroup are multi-word units.



A APPENDIX A: APPARENT ANOMALIES IN CIDE+ 42sense key worddog* 1* 15 Every dog has it's day.god* 1* 3 Those whom the Gods love die young.god* 1* 4 Those who the Gods would destroy, they �rst make mad.god* 2* 12 God helps those who help themselves.penil* 1* 8 penil pusherst.bernard* 1* 0 St Bernardbonsai* 1* 8 bonsai treewave* 5* 1 long wavewave* 5* 2 medium wavewave* 5* 3 short waveboob.tube* 1* 0 boob tubejerryan* 1* 0 jerry anthermos* 1* 0 Thermos askdoll* 1* 2 doll's pramirish.stew* 1* 0 Irish stewloaf* 1* 1 Half a loaf is better than none.swiss.roll* 1* 0 Swiss rollturkish.delight* 1* 0 Turkish delightpenny* 1* 5 In for a penny, in for a pound.erratum* 1* 1 erratum slipid* 1* 0 I.D. ardindian.lub* 1* 0 Indian lubfaith* 2* 3 Faith will move mountains.piture* 1* 11 Every piture tells a story.postit* 1* 0 Post-it noteinterior* 1* 4 interior designlaw* 1* 12 one law for the rih, another for the poorirish.o�ee* 1* 0 Irish o�eebull* 2* 1 bull marketindependent* 2* 3 Independene Dayopen* 8 *7 open housedeaf* 1* 4 Those none so deaf as those who will not hear.paranoid* 1* 3 Just beause I'm paranoiddoesn't mean they're not out to get me.annual* 1* 2 annual ringpiture* 1* 3 fae is a pituresearh* 1* 9 searh warrantup* 1* 11 on the up and upup* 19* 3 on the up and up�lter* 1* 1 �lter bed�lter* 1* 4 �lter intin* 1* 8 Tin Pan Alleypandoras.box* 1* 0 Pandora's boxhow* 1* 19 hows and whysformula* 1* 2 Formula Oneironmonger* 1* 1 hardware storeregister* 1* 9 registry oÆeb* 3* 1 B minus



B APPENDIX B: SELECTED SECTIONS OF CODE 43B Appendix B: Seleted Setions of CodeB.1 Extration FST/������������������������������������������������������������������Genus FST for determinat ion of genus term from noun d e f i n i t i o n�������������������������������������������������������������������//�������������������������������������������������������������������name: genus /4arguments :arg1 : int , +, Url of d e f i n i t i o n being analysedarg2 : har s t r i n g , +, semanti  l a s s under e x t r a  t i onarg3 : l i s t , + , l i s t of words in d e f i n i t i o narg4 : l i s t , � , l i s t of genus terms ex t ra t ed from d e f i n i t i o nde s  r i p t i on :i n i t i a l i s e s 6 term pred i a t e ( gen ext )whih tags and implements FST( i n i t i a l i s a t i o n is : with empty genus term l i s tand in s t a t e 1)�������������������������������������������������������������������/genus (U,C, List , G l i s t ) :�gen ext (U,C, List , G l i s t , [ ℄ , 1 ) ./�������������������������������������������������������������������name: gen ext /6arguments :arg1 : int , +, Url of d e f i n i t i o n being analysedarg2 : har s t r i n g , +, semanti  l a s s under e x t r a  t i onarg3 : l i s t , + , words remaining in d e f i n i t i o narg4 : l i s t , � , l i s t of genus terms to be returnedarg5 : l i s t , + , aumulator � genus terms found so fararg6 : atom , +, urrent s t a t ed e s  r i p t i on : a l l s e x t ra t one whih tags the next word of the d e f i n i t i o n .passes t h i s to the FST genus .�������������������������������������������������������������������/gen ext (U, C, [ HjT℄ , L,A, S) :�ext ra t one (U, C,H, H1) ,genus (U, C, [ H1jT℄ , L,A, S ) .gen ext (U, C , [ ℄ , L, A, S) :�genus (U, C , [ ℄ , L, A, S ) ./������������������������������������������������������������������name: genus /6arguments :arg1 : int , +, Url of d e f i n i t i o n being analysedarg2 : har s t r i n g , +, semanti  l a s s under e x t r a  t i onarg3 : l i s t , + , remaining words in def � 1 st of whih is taggedarg4 : l i s t , � , l i s t of genus terms to be returnedarg5 : l i s t , + , s tak aumulator �genus terms found so far ( may be used tos to re other temporary informat ion suh asprev ious s t a t e for b rake t s )arg6 : atom : +, urrent s t a t ed e s  r i p t i on :



B APPENDIX B: SELECTED SECTIONS OF CODE 44On the bas i s of the input ( f i r s t item in the l i s t in arg3 ) andthe urrent s t a t e ( arg6 ) , genus makes a t r an s i t i on to a news t a t e and may perform an operat ion on the s tak ( arg5 ) .genus repre sen t s the f i n i s h s t a t e as the f i r s t s t a t e with anempty input . When t h i s s t a t e i s reahed , the s tak is un i f i edwith the output l i s t of genus terms in arg4 .omments : in the ase of the braket s t a t e , the prev ious s t a t e i sremembered so that i t an be returned to when the mathing endbraket i s found . Aordingly t h i s i s not s t r i  t l y an FST( where next s t a t e i s dependent only on urrent s t a t e and input ) .However , i t i s e qu i v a l en t to an FST where there is a separatebraket s t a t e a s so ia t ed with every main s t a t e . In t h i s ase ,the next s t a t e would be s o l e l y dependent on urrent s t a t e andinput .�������������������������������������������������������������������/genus (U,C, [ ( ' ( ' , n ) j T℄ , G,A, S ) :� gen ext (U, C,T,G, [ S jA℄ , b ) .genus (U,C, [ ( ' ) ' , n ) j T℄ , G, [ S jA℄ , b ) :� gen ext (U,C, T,G,A, S ) .genus (U,C, [ jT℄ , G,A, b ) :� gen ext (U, C, T,G,A, b ) .genus (U,C, [ (W,  ) j T℄ , G,A, 1 ) :� notmem(W,A) ,gen ext (U,C,T,G, [WjA℄ , 2 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( , member�group , d ) j T ℄ , G,A, 1 ) :� genus (U, C , [ ℄ , G,A, 1 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( , ( group , ) , d ) j T ℄ , G,A, 1 ) :� genus (U, C , [ ℄ , G,A, 1 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( member, , d ) j T ℄ , G,A, 1 ) :� genus (U,C , [ ℄ , G,A, 1 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( , omponent�whole , d ) j T ℄ , G,A, 1 ) :� genus (U, C , [ ℄ , G,A, 1 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( , ( proess , ) , d ) j T ℄ , G,A, 1 ) :� genus (U, C , [ ℄ , G,A, 1 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( , onj , d ) j T ℄ , G, A , 1 ) :� genus (U,C , [ ℄ , G, [ ℄ , 1 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( , equa l s , d ) j T℄ , G, T2 , 1 ) :� gen ext (U, C, T,G, [ ℄ , 5 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( , equa l s , d ) j T℄ , G, T2 , 1 ) :� gen ext (U, C, T,G, [ ℄ , 1 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( , ( , word ) , d ) j T℄ , G,A, 1 ) :� gen ext (U, C, T,G,A, 6 ) .genus ( , , [ ( , member�group , d ) j T ℄ , G , A , 2 ) :� ! , f a i l .genus ( , , [ ( , ( group , ) , d ) j T ℄ , G , A , 2 ) :� ! , f a i l .genus ( , , [ ( member, , d ) j T ℄ , G , A , 2 ) :� ! , f a i l .genus ( , , [ ( , omponent�whole , d ) j T ℄ , G , A , 2 ) :� ! , f a i l .genus ( , , [ ( , ( proess , ) , d ) j T ℄ , G , A , 2 ) :� ! , f a i l .genus (U,C, [ ( , onj , d ) j T ℄ , G, A , 2 ) :� genus (U,C , [ ℄ , G, [ ℄ , 1 ) .genus (U,C, [ (W,  ) j T℄ , G, [ H j T2 ℄ , 2 ) :� gen ext (U,C, T,G, [Wj T2 ℄ , 2 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( , equa l s , d ) j T℄ , G, T2 , 2 ) :� gen ext (U, C, T,G, [ ℄ , 5 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( , equa l s , d ) j T℄ , G, T2 , 2 ) :� gen ext (U, C, T,G, [ ℄ , 1 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( , ( , word ) , d ) j T℄ , G,A, 1 ) :� gen ext (U, C, T,G,A, 6 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( , gen , d ) j T ℄ , G,A, 2 ) :� genus (U, C , [ ℄ , G,A, 1 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( , d i s j , d ) j T℄ , G,A, 2 ) :� gen ext (U,C, T,G,A, 1 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( , omma, d ) j T℄ , G,A, 2 ) :� gen ext (U,C, T,G,A, 3 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( , omma, d ) j T ℄ , G,A, 2 ) :� genus (U,C , [ ℄ , G,A, 1 ) .genus (U,C, [ (W,  ) j T℄ , G,A, 3 ) :� notmem(W,A) ,gen ext (U,C,T,G, [WjA℄ , 4 ) .genus (U,C, [ (W,  ) j T℄ , G, [ H j T2 ℄ , 4 ) :� gen ext (U,C, T,G, [Wj T2 ℄ , 4 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( , omma, d ) j T℄ , G,A, 3 ) :� gen ext (U,C, T,G,A, 3 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( , omma, d ) j T℄ , G,A, 4 ) :� gen ext (U,C, T,G,A, 3 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( , d i s j , d ) j T℄ , G,A, 3 ) :� gen ext (U,C, T,G,A, 1 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( , d i s j , d ) j T℄ , G,A, 4 ) :� gen ext (U,C, T,G,A, 1 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( , et , d ) j T ℄ , G,A, 3 ) :� genus (U, C , [ ℄ , G,A, 1 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( , et , d ) j T ℄ , G,A, 4 ) :� genus (U, C , [ ℄ , G,A, 1 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( , onj , d ) j T ℄ , G, A , 3 ) :� genus (U,C , [ ℄ , G, [ ℄ , 1 ) .



B APPENDIX B: SELECTED SECTIONS OF CODE 45genus (U,C, [ ( , onj , d ) j T ℄ , G, A , 4 ) :� genus (U,C , [ ℄ , G, [ ℄ , 1 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( , gen , d ) j T℄ , G,A, 3 ) :� gen ext (U,C,T,G,A, 3 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( , gen , d ) j T℄ , G,A, 4 ) :� gen ext (U,C,T,G,A, 4 ) .genus ( U , C , [ ( , , d ) j T ℄ , G , A , 3 ) :� ! , f a i l .genus ( U , C , [ ( , , d ) j T ℄ , G , A , 4 ) :� ! , f a i l .genus ( , , [ ℄ , G , A , 3 ) :� ! , f a i l .genus ( , , [ ℄ , G , A , 4 ) :� ! , f a i l .genus (U,C, [ ( , of , d ) j T℄ , G,A, 1 ) :� gen ext (U, C,T,G,A, 1 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( , of , d ) j T ℄ , G,A, 2 ) :� genus (U, C , [ ℄ , G,A, 1 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( , n ) j T℄ , G,A, 5 ) :� gen ext (U, C, T,G,A, 6 ) .genus ( , , [ j T ℄ , G , A , 5 ) :� ! , f a i l .genus (U,C, [ ( for , des , d ) j T℄ , G,A, 6 ) :� gen ext (U, C, T,G,A, 1 ) .genus ( , , [ j T ℄ , G , A , 6 ) :� ! , f a i l .genus (U,C, [ ( , prep , d ) j T℄ , G,A, 1 ) :� gen ext (U,C, T,G,A, 1 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( , prep , d ) j T ℄ , G,A, ) :� genus (U,C , [ ℄ , G,A, 1 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( , des , d ) j T ℄ , G,A, ) :� genus (U,C , [ ℄ , G,A, 1 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( , ex , d ) j T ℄ , G,A, ) :� genus (U, C , [ ℄ , G,A, 1 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( , sim , d ) j T ℄ , G,A, ) :� genus (U, C , [ ℄ , G,A, 1 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( , eg , d ) j T ℄ , G,A, ) :� genus (U, C , [ ℄ , G,A, 1 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( , i f , d ) j T ℄ , G,A, ) :� genus (U, C , [ ℄ , G,A, 1 ) .genus (U,C, [ ( , stop , d ) j T ℄ , G,A, ) :� genus (U,C , [ ℄ , G,A, 1 ) .genus (U,C, [ jT℄ , G,A,X) :� gen ext (U, C, T,G,A,X) .genus ( U , C , [ ℄ , nogenus , [ ℄ , ) .genus ( U , C , [ ℄ , G,G, ) .


